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About this guide 

This document is aimed at the user of the doc.connect application, and describes how to use the 

application’s functions to monitor and correct document processing. 

Intended audience 
This guide is for system administrators who configure and use the system. 

Related documents 
You can find the documents in the product documentation section of the Infor Support Portal, as 

described in "Contacting Infor" on page 8. 

 

The latest version of this guide can be found here: 

doc.connect 3.5.4 Infrastructure - User Guide (Topic 61668) 

 

Other documents that should be read in conjunction with this guide and are: 

• doc.connect 3.5.4 Infrastructure - Installation Guide (Topic 61637) 

• doc.connect 3.5.4 Web Applications - Installation Guide (Topic 61669) 

 

Other guides that are referred to by this guide are: 

• System i WebSphere AnyWhere – Installation & Admin Guide (Topic 58219) 

• doc.connect Connectors for System21 3.0 - Installation Guide (Topic 26284) 

• doc.connect Connectors for System21 3.1 - Installation Guide (Topic 50035) 

• doc.connect Connectors for System21 3.2 - Installation Guide (Topic 68368) 

 

https://support.infor.com/esknowbase/root/DLPublic/61668/DC%203.5.4%20Infrastructure%20-%20User%20Guide.pdf
https://support.infor.com/esknowbase/root/DLPublic/61637/DC%203.5.4%20Infrastructure%20-%20Installation%20Guide.pdf
https://support.infor.com/esknowbase/root/DLPublic/61669/DC%203.5.4%20Web%20Applications%20-%20Installation%20Guide.pdf
https://support.infor.com/esknowbase/root/DLPublic/58219/System%20i%20Workspace%20AnyWhere%20-%20Installation%20&%20Admin%20Guide.pdf
https://support.infor.com/esknowbase/root/DLPublic/26289/DC%20Connectors%20for%20System21%203.0%20-%20Installation%20Guide.pdf
https://support.infor.com/esknowbase/root/DLPublic/50035/DC%20Connectors%20for%20System21%203.1%20-%20Installation%20Guide.pdf
https://support.infor.com/esknowbase/root/DLPublic/68368/DC%20Connectors%20for%20System21%203.2%20-%20Installation%20Guide.pdf
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Contacting Infor 
If you have questions about Infor products, go to Infor Concierge at https://concierge.infor.com/ and 

create a support incident. 

The latest documentation is available from docs.infor.com or from the Infor Support Portal. To 

access documentation on the Infor Support Portal, select Search > Browse Documentation. We 

recommend that you check this portal periodically for updated documentation. 

Updates to product documentation and product fixes can also be found on the Infor Support Portal 

under Knowledge Base article 2225609: 

https://support.infor.com/espublic/EN/AnswerLinkDotNet/SoHo/Solutions/SoHoViewSolution.aspx?S

olutionID=2225609 

We recommend that you subscribe to this solution, so that you can be informed automatically of any 

changes. 

If you have comments about Infor documentation, contact documentation@infor.com. 

 

 

https://concierge.infor.com/
https://docs.infor.com/
https://support.infor.com/espublic/EN/AnswerLinkDotNet/SoHo/Solutions/SoHoViewSolution.aspx?SolutionID=2225609&kb_is_archived=0&kb_accessed_from=LookUpByIdResult
https://support.infor.com/espublic/EN/AnswerLinkDotNet/SoHo/Solutions/SoHoViewSolution.aspx?SolutionID=2225609&kb_is_archived=0&kb_accessed_from=LookUpByIdResult
mailto:documentation@infor.com
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Chapter 1 Functional Detail 

The majority of the preparatory set-up and technical configuration  is performed when doc.connect is 

installed and so described in the doc.connect Installation Guide.   This chapter consists mainly of 

data requirements needed to achieve a successful document transformation and integration. 

Publish:  A request to publish information from System21 can be instigated using work 

management.  It can be due to a work management event, a physical file trigger or the journal 

handler.  When a request to publish the data is received, a connector is run to extract the information 

from System21 and passes the information to be converted into XML by the Publish controller 

Receive: The receive flow is the reverse of publish. When a BOD is discovered the receive 

controller transforms it to the connectors expected message format. The receive handler passes the 

transaction message to a connector which attempts to process the transaction. 

Note: Received transactions are processed directly to System21 tables. Transactions entered using 

this method will look identical to a similar transaction entered manually through a System21 task. 
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Transaction Handlers 

Publish Handler 

Overview 

This handler is responsible for processing transaction keys from the ‘to publish’ file. If a transaction 

is to be published a type specific message will be written to the publish queue. Whatever action is 

taken the transaction key will be updated with the relevant status. 

Configuration 

The handler instance configuration is read from PIP10. A record in this file specifies the MQ queue 

manager used by the handler, the ‘sleep’ duration between processing cycles, and the name given 

to the submitted job. Records holding transaction publish handler details have a controller type 

(CTYP10) of ‘PUBLISH’.  The transaction types that the handler is aware of are configured in file 

PIP01. Each transaction type specifies the connector program to be used to create the published 

transaction, and the MQ queue to publish these transaction messages to. 

 

Note: At present there is no configuration utility. The configuration files must be updated manually. 

Process flow 

When a configured handler is ready to start processing transactions it looks for unprocessed 

transaction key records in file PIP03.  Unprocessed transaction keys have a status of ‘00’. As each 

transaction key is read its type is compared with those known to the handler. If the handler is 

capable of publishing this transaction the associated connector program is used to process the key. 

If a transaction message is successfully generated then it will be written to the publish queue. 

Following the attempt to process the key the status of the transaction key record is updated. The 

handler will then move to the next unprocessed transaction key. When there are no more transaction 

keys to process the handler will ‘sleep’. When the handler wakes it will look for unprocessed 

transaction keys. 
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Receive Handler 

Overview 

This handler is responsible for receiving transaction messages from the receive queue. Messages of 

known transaction types will be processed into System21.  

Configuration 

The handler instance configuration is read from PIP10. A record in this file specifies the MQ queue 

manager used by the handler, the receive queue, the ‘sleep’ duration between processing cycles, 

and the name given to the submitted job. Records holding transaction receive handler details have a 

controller type (CTYP10) of ‘RECEIVE’. The transaction types that the handler is aware of are 

configured in file PIP02. Each transaction type specifies the connector program to be used to 

process the transaction messages. 

Note: At present there is no configuration utility. The configuration files must be updated manually. 

Process flow 

When a configured handler is ready to start processing transactions it takes the first transaction 

message from the receive queue. The key of this transaction is written to PIP04, the complete 

message is written to PIP40. As each transaction message is read its type is compared with those 

known to the handler. If the handler is capable of receiving this transaction the associated connector 

program is used to process the message. Following the attempt to process the message the status 

of the transaction key record is updated. The handler will then read the next transaction message. 

When there are no more transaction messages to process the handler will ‘sleep’. When the handler 

wakes it will look for more transaction messages. 
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Handler Configuration 

The following files are used by this system. By default they will be found in library AULYCF3 (or 

AULYCF3O if DBCS). 

 

PIP01  Publish transactions configuration 

PIP02  Receive transactions configuration 

PIP03  ‘To Publish’ transaction keys 

PIP10  Handler instance configuration 

PIP04  Received transaction keys 

PIP40  Received transaction messages 

Active Jobs 

All active handler jobs will be running in the configured subsystem. Job names are specified in the 

handler configuration file. As each instance is started the job names get an incremented numeric 

suffix.  Up to 9 occurrences of each handler instance can be running at any one time. 

 

Publish Handler  PUB_<env><instance)n 

Receive Handler  RCV_<env><instance)n 
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Transaction Controllers 

Publish Controller 

Overview 

The publish controller takes the type specific transaction messages from the publish queue and 

transforms them into a System21 Business Object Document (BOD). How the BOD is delivered to 

the third party depends upon the configuration. 

The publish controller is provided as an inter.connect framework component. An inter.connect 

framework is a collection of lightweight components. These components perform tasks such as read 

a message from an MQ queue, reformat a message, or write a message to an MQ queue. The 

inter.connect deliverable contains a ‘toolkit’ of components. Solution specific components may be 

written for use in the framework as long as they conform to its interface. Framework components are 

linked using ‘routes’.  Several components may be linked together to form process chains. The 

output from each component being passed to the component(s) specified in the component route. 

The framework structure allows complex configurable solutions to be built using many simple 

components. 

Configuration 

The publish controller is configured in a file named ‘DC_Publish_Controller.properties’ which can be 

found in the properties folder of the installation. See the ‘framework configuration’ section for more 

details. 

Process Flow 

Once the controller is started it sits waiting for transaction messages to appear on the publish queue. 

When a message arrives the controller looks at the transaction type and determines whether it 

knows how to process it. If it does then the configured transformation class is used to generate the 

appropriate System21 XML. 
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Receive Controller 

Overview 

The receive controller reads System21 Business Object Documents (BODs) from a third party and 

produces the type specific messages required for entry by the receive handler. How the BOD is read 

from the third party depends upon the configuration. 

The receive controller is provided as an inter.connect framework component. See the publish 

controller overview for a brief description of an inter.connect framework. 

Configuration 

The receive controller is configured in a file named ‘DC_Receive_Controller.properties’ which can be 

found in the properties folder of the installation. See the ‘framework configuration’ section for more 

details. 

 

Process Flow 

Once the controller is started it sits waiting for documents to arrive on a specified queue. The 

controller determines the type of document from the root element of the document. Using this the 

controller determines whether it can process the file. If it can then the configured transformation 

class is used to generate the transaction messages. If the controller can’t process the file then a 

copy of the invalid document is placed in a rejected queue/folder, dependant on the configuration.  

Framework Configuration 
The provided transaction controllers are Java components that are designed for use within an 

inter.connect framework. See the inter.connect documentation for complete details on framework 

configuration and the standard component toolkit. Detailed here are the doc.connect specific 

component properties only. 

 

doc.connect frameworks require the following general properties. 
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Property name Description 

DOC.CONNECT_INSTALLATION_LEVEL Specifies the installation level of the framework. Valid 

values are ‘1’ or ‘2’. There is no default value. 

XML-ENCODING Default XML encoding for XML generated within the 

framework. 

REMOTE_PRIORITIES Set to true if the MQ priorities have to be taken from 

PIP01/PIP02 instead of the set values against each 

document type 

PASSWORDENCRYPTION Set to true if MQ Connection passwords are encrypted in 

this file 

 

doc.connect framework components 

This section details the individual components provided by doc.connect.  

 

BOD Publisher 

The BOD publisher component is responsible for transforming the internal format transaction 

messages produced by the transaction publishers into System21 Business Object Documents 

(BODs). 

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.S21BODPublisher 

MQHOST 
Name or IP address of the server hosting the MQ queue 

manager 

CHANNEL 
Server Connection Channel used to communicate with the 

MQ queue manager 

PORT Port used to communicate with the MQ queue manager 

QUEUE_MANAGER MQ queue manager name 

IN_QUEUE Input queue name – the queue messages are read from 

YIELD_DUR 
Duration the component should ‘sleep’ for between batches 

of messages 

ROUTE Route used for published BODs  
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COMMIT 
Specifies whether commit control is used with created MQ 

sessions 

POISON_BO_COUNT 

Specifies the number of times a message may fail 

processing before being considered ‘poison’ (only useful 

when using commit control) 

POISON_ROUTE 

 

The route a ‘poison’ message will be sent (only useful when 

using commit control) 

AUDIT_ROUTE 
Route used for audit messages (should be to the Audit 

Controller) 

XML-VERSION Default XML version used when publishing BODs 

XML-ENCODING Default XML encoding used when publishing BODs 

DOCTYPE$<transaction type> The configuration prefix for components used to handle 

documents of the given type. Many properties of this type 

may exist for a single publish controller.  The framework 

comes pre-configured with a set of documents.  This 

property is used to override these settings. 

WRAP_FOR_CHANNEL_MANAGER Set to ‘true’ to apply a channel manager wrapper around 

output  documents.  

INDEX_SEARCH_WORDS Set to true to set the search index of each document at run 

time 

MQUSER MQ Channel connection user 

MQUSERPWD MQ Channel connection user password 

 

 

 

BOD Receiver 

The BOD receiver reads takes System21 BODs from an MQ queue transforms them into the internal 

format transaction messages required by the transaction receiver handlers. 

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.S21BODReceiver 

MQHOST Name or IP address of the server hosting the MQ queue 

manager 

CHANNEL Server Connection Channel used to communicate with the 

MQ queue manager 
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PORT Port used to communicate with the MQ queue manager 

QUEUE_MANAGER MQ queue manager name 

IN_QUEUE Input queue name – the queue messages are read from 

YIELD_DUR 
Duration the component should ‘sleep’ for between batches 

of messages 

ROUTE Route transactional messages should take 

COMMIT 
Specifies whether commit control is used with created MQ 

sessions 

POISON_BO_COUNT 

Specifies the number of times a message may fail 

processing before being considered ‘poison’ (only useful 

when using commit control) 

POISON_ROUTE 
The route a ‘poison’ message will be sent (only useful when 

using commit control) 

AUDIT_ROUTE 
Route used for audit messages (should be to the Audit 

Controller) 

COMPANY 
Default company code can be set at this level if running in 

single-company mode.    

DOCTYPE$<transaction 

type> 

The configuration prefix for components used to handle 

documents of the given type. Many properties of this type 

may exist for a single receive controller. The framework 

comes pre-configured with a set of documents.  This 

property is used to override these settings. 

INDEX_SEARCH_WORDS Set to true to set the search index of each document at run 

time 

MQUSER MQ Channel connection user 

MQUSERPWD MQ Channel connection user password 

 

Audit Message Writer 

This component writes EventMessage objects to the queue feeding the audit controller. The 

publisher and receiver components generate messages of this format. Other message found on the 

MQ queue will be ignored. 

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.AuditController 

MQHOST Name or IP address of the server hosting the MQ queue manager 
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CHANNEL 
Server Connection Channel used to communicate with the MQ queue 

manager 

PORT Port used to communicate with the MQ queue manager 

QUEUE_MANAGER MQ queue manager name 

OUT_QUEUE Name of output queue – queue read by the Audit Handler (IBMi) 

CHARACTERSET Used to set the character set of the messages sent to the audit handler 

MQUSER MQ Channel connection user 

MQUSERPWD MQ Channel connection user password 

 

Poison Message Writer 

This component writes a ‘wrapped’ message to an MQ queue. The wrapper contains the reason that 

the message was considered poison. 

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.PoisonMessageController 

MQHOST Name or IP address of the server hosting the MQ queue manager 

CHANNEL Server Connection Channel used to communicate with the MQ queue 

manager 

PORT Port used to communicate with the MQ queue manager 

QUEUE_MANAGER MQ queue manager name 

OUT_QUEUE Name of ‘holding’ queue 

MQUSER MQ Channel connection user 

MQUSERPWD MQ Channel connection user password 

File Reader 

This abstract component is used to read files directly from the file system. The implementation class 

is responsible for formatting the data as required. 

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.FileSource 

FOLDER Folder to read files from  
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BACKUP_DATA Should file backups be made 

ROUTE Route file data is sent to 

EXT Extensions of file to process (space separated) 

SLEEP Duration of inactivity when no files are available to process 

Channel Message Reader 

This component is used to read files from the channel manager output.  

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.ChannelMessageReader 

QUEUE_MANAGER Name of the MQ Manager 

IN_QUEUE Name of the input Queue 

ROUTE Route data is sent to 

COMMIT Specifies whether commit control is used with created MQ 

sessions 

WAIT_AFTER_ 

CONNECTION_ 

FAILURE 

Time in seconds to wait between MQ connection re-try 

ERROR_ROUTE Error route for error messages 

AUDIT_ROUTE Route used for audit messages (should be to the Audit Controller) 

HOST System21 host name 

USER System21 user ID for connection validation 

PASSWORD Password of  user 

STORED_ 

PROCEDURE_LIB 

Library containing the required stored procedures 

DCLIBL The System21 library list code to pass to the connection stored 

procedure.  

POISON_BO_COUNT Specifies the number of times a message may fail processing 

before being considered ‘poison’ (only useful when using commit 

control) 

POISON_ROUTE The route a ‘poison’ message will be sent (only useful when using 

commit control) 
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KEEP_CONTENT_TYPE A list of the content types to be retained for processing.  E.g. octet-

stream,xml,txt,csv 

CHANNEL Server Connection Channel used to communicate with the MQ 

queue manager 

PORT Port used to communicate with the MQ queue manager 

MQUSER MQ Channel connection user 

MQUSERPWD MQ Channel connection user password 

 

Channel Message Receiver 

This component is used to determine the transformation route for messages passes via the channel 

message reader.  

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.ChannelMessageReceiver 

QUEUE_MANAGER Name of the MQ Manager 

IN_QUEUE Name of the input Queue 

ROUTE Route data is sent to 

COMMIT Specifies whether commit control is used with created MQ sessions 

AUDIT_ROUTE Route used for audit messages (should be to the Audit Controller) 

POISON_BO_COUNT Specifies the number of times a message may fail processing before 

being considered ‘poison’ (only useful when using commit control) 

POISON_ROUTE The route a ‘poison’ message will be sent (only useful when using 

commit control) 

CHANNEL Server Connection Channel used to communicate with the MQ 

queue manager 

PORT Port used to communicate with the MQ queue manager 

DOCTYPE$<transaction 

type> 

The configuration prefix for components used to handle documents 

of the given type. Many properties of this type may exist for a single 

receive controller. The subsequent document configuration will 

determine the transformation class etc. 

MQUSER MQ Channel connection user 

MQUSERPWD MQ Channel connection user password 
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Channel Message Response 

This component is used to determine the transformation route for messages returned from the 

channel message reader.  

Property name Description 

CLASS com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.CMResponseHandler 

QUEUE_MANAGER Name of the MQ Manager 

IN_QUEUE Name of the input Queue 

COMMIT Specifies whether commit control is used with created MQ sessions 

AUDIT_ROUTE Route used for audit messages (should be to the Audit Controller) 

CHANNEL Server Connection Channel used to communicate with the MQ 

queue manager 

PORT Port used to communicate with the MQ queue manager 

DOCTYPE$<transaction 

type> 

The configuration prefix for components used to handle documents 

of the given type. Many properties of this type may exist for a single 

publish controller. The subsequent document configuration will 

determine the processing class . 

DEFAULT_ 

RESPONSE_ 

HANDLER_CLASS 

The default response handler class.  Set by default to 

com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.ResponseHandler 

MQUSER MQ Channel connection user 

MQUSERPWD MQ Channel connection user password 

Example frameworks 

Two example frameworks are provided by the installation. These control the publishing and the 

receipt of transactions. The controller frameworks are delivered in this way for flexibility reasons. A 

single framework could be configured to handle both controllers. 

 

Example Publish controller 

PASSWORDENCRYPTION=false 
DOC.CONNECT_INSTALLATION_LEVEL=2 
XML-ENCODING=UTF-8 
XTRANE_DEBUG=false 
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POOLMANAGER_CONFIG= 
REMOTE_PRIORITIES=false 
 
SOURCE=S21OUT S_STOP RESPONSE 
 
TARGET=BODS DC_AUDIT T_STOP DC_ERROR CHANNMAN 
ROUTES=ERROR BOD_OUT DC_AUDIT P_STOP P_ERROR R_CM 
 
ROUTE.BOD_OUT=BODS 
ROUTE.DC_AUDIT=DC_AUDIT 
ROUTE.P_STOP=T_STOP 
ROUTE.P_ERROR=DC_ERROR 
ROUTE.R_CM=CHANNMAN 
 
S21OUT.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.S21BODPublisher 
S21OUT.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
S21OUT.IN_QUEUE=DC.PUBLISH.%ENV 
S21OUT.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
S21OUT.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
S21OUT.PORT=%CPMQPort 
S21OUT.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
S21OUT.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
S21OUT.COMMIT=true 
S21OUT.POISON_ROUTE=P_ERROR 
S21OUT.AUDIT_ROUTE=DC_AUDIT 
S21OUT.POISON_BO_COUNT=3 
S21OUT.WRAP_FOR_CHANNEL_MANAGER=true 
S21OUT.ROUTE=R_CM 
S21OUT.WAIT_INTERVAL=3000 
S21OUT.INDEX_SEARCH_WORDS=false 
 
 
S_STOP.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.SourceFromFile 
S_STOP.DIR=../data/stop 
S_STOP.FILENAME=stop_publish.txt 
S_STOP.SLEEP=500 
S_STOP.ROUTE=P_STOP 
 
DC_AUDIT.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.AuditController 
DC_AUDIT.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
DC_AUDIT.OUT_QUEUE=DC.AUDIT.%ENV 
DC_AUDIT.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
DC_AUDIT.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
DC_AUDIT.PORT=%CPMQPort 
DC_AUDIT.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
DC_AUDIT.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
DC_AUDIT.CHARACTERSET=285 
 
DC_ERROR.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.PoisonMessageController 
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DC_ERROR.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
DC_ERROR.OUT_QUEUE=DC.ERROR.%ENV 
DC_ERROR.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
DC_ERROR.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
DC_ERROR.PORT=%CPMQPort 
DC_ERROR.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
DC_ERROR.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
 
T_STOP.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToStop 
T_STOP.MESSAGE=stop 
 
BODS.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToMQ 
BODS.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
BODS.OUT_QUEUE=DC.CONTROL.OUT.%ENV 
BODS.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
BODS.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
BODS.PORT=%CPMQPort 
BODS.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
BODS.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
 
CHANNMAN.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToMQ 
CHANNMAN.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
CHANNMAN.OUT_QUEUE=DC.PUBLISH.CM.%ENV 
CHANNMAN.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
CHANNMAN.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
CHANNMAN.PORT=%CPMQPort 
CHANNMAN.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
CHANNMAN.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
CHANNMAN.CHARACTERSET=1208 
 
RESPONSE.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.CMResponseHandler 
RESPONSE.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
RESPONSE.IN_QUEUE=DC.RESPONSE.CM.%ENV 
RESPONSE.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
RESPONSE.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
RESPONSE.PORT=%CPMQPort 
RESPONSE.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
RESPONSE.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
RESPONSE.COMMIT=true 
RESPONSE.ERROR_ROUTE=P_ERROR 
RESPONSE.AUDIT_ROUTE=DC_AUDIT 
RESPONSE.DEFAULT_RESPONSE_HANDLER_CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.Response
Handler 

 

 

This example framework reads internal format transactions from a single MQ queue 

DC.PUBLISH.ENV and publishes in UTF-8 xml format. All default transactions types will be 
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published, any other transactions will be sent to queue DC.ERROR.ENV (along with their reason for 

rejection). Transactions are transformed into a System21 BOD using default classes. The BODs are 

written to queue DC.PUBLISH.CM.ENV and as this is a level 2 installation the BOD is wrapped 

ready for delivery using Channel Manager. The Channel Manager wrapper includes sender and 

receiver addresses and a subject line from the trading partner database. All audit messages 

generated by the publish controller are written to queue DC.AUDIT.ENV.  

Example Receive controller 

PASSWORDENCRYPTION=false 
DOC.CONNECT_INSTALLATION_LEVEL=2 
POOLMANAGER_CONFIG= 
REMOTE_PRIORITIES=false 
 
SOURCE=DC_RECEIVE CHANNMAN S_STOP DC_CMRECEIVE 
 
TARGET=T_AUDIT T_STOP T_ERROR T_RECQ T_UNKNOWN T_CONTROL T_CMRECEIVE 
ROUTES=R_AUDIT R_STOP R_ERROR R_RECQ R_UNKNOWN R_CONTROL R_CMRECEIVE 
 
ROUTE.CONN_DATA=S21_RECEIVER 
ROUTE.R_AUDIT=T_AUDIT 
ROUTE.R_STOP=T_STOP 
ROUTE.R_ERROR=T_ERROR 
ROUTE.R_RECQ=T_RECQ 
ROUTE.R_UNKNOWN=T_UNKNOWN 
ROUTE.R_CONTROL=T_CONTROL 
ROUTE.R_CMRECEIVE=T_CMRECEIVE 
 
DC_RECEIVE.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.S21BODReceiver 
DC_RECEIVE.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
DC_RECEIVE.IN_QUEUE=DC.CONTROL.IN.%ENV 
DC_RECEIVE.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
DC_RECEIVE.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
DC_RECEIVE.PORT=%CPMQPort 
DC_RECEIVE.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
DC_RECEIVE.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
DC_RECEIVE.COMMIT=True 
DC_RECEIVE.ROUTE=R_RECQ 
DC_RECEIVE.POISON_BO_COUNT=3 
DC_RECEIVE.POISON_ROUTE=R_ERROR 
DC_RECEIVE.AUDIT_ROUTE=R_AUDIT 
DC_RECEIVE.COMPANY=%S21Company 
DC_RECEIVE.WAIT_INTERVAL=3000 
DC_RECEIVE.INDEX_SEARCH_WORDS=false 
 
S_STOP.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.SourceFromFile 
S_STOP.DIR=../data/stop 
S_STOP.FILENAME=stop_receive.txt 
S_STOP.SLEEP=500 
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S_STOP.ROUTE=R_STOP 
 
T_AUDIT.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.AuditController 
T_AUDIT.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
T_AUDIT.OUT_QUEUE=DC.AUDIT.%ENV 
T_AUDIT.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
T_AUDIT.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
T_AUDIT.PORT=%CPMQPort 
T_AUDIT.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
T_AUDIT.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
T_AUDIT.CHARACTERSET=285 
 
T_STOP.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToStop 
T_STOP.MESSAGE=stop 
 
T_ERROR.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.PoisonMessageController 
T_ERROR.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
T_ERROR.OUT_QUEUE=DC.ERROR.%ENV 
T_ERROR.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
T_ERROR.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
T_ERROR.PORT=%CPMQPort 
T_ERROR.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
T_ERROR.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
 
T_RECQ.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToMQ 
T_RECQ.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
T_RECQ.OUT_QUEUE=DC.RECEIVE.%ENV 
T_RECQ.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
T_RECQ.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
T_RECQ.PORT=%CPMQPort 
T_RECQ.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
T_RECQ.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD# The ccsid of the Receive handler job on the iSeries must match 
T_RECQ.CHARACTERSET=285 
 
CHANNMAN.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.ChannelMessageReader 
CHANNMAN.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
CHANNMAN.IN_QUEUE=DC.RECEIVE.CM.%ENV 
CHANNMAN.COMMIT=true 
CHANNMAN.WAIT_AFTER_CONNECTION_FAILURE=3000 
CHANNMAN.ERROR_ROUTE=R_ERROR 
CHANNMAN.AUDIT_ROUTE=R_AUDIT 
CHANNMAN.POISON_BO_COUNT=3 
CHANNMAN.POISON_ROUTE=R_ERROR 
CHANNMAN.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
CHANNMAN.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
CHANNMAN.PORT=%CPMQPort 
CHANNMAN.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
CHANNMAN.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
CHANNMAN.KEEP_CONTENT_TYPE=octet-stream,xml,txt,csv,7bit 
CHANNMAN.ROUTE=R_CONTROL 
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T_CONTROL.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToMQ 
T_CONTROL.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
T_CONTROL.OUT_QUEUE=DC.CONTROL.IN.%ENV 
T_CONTROL.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
T_CONTROL.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
T_CONTROL.PORT=%CPMQPort 
T_CONTROL.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
T_CONTROL.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
T_CONTROL.CHARACTERSET=1208 
 
T_UNKNOWN.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToMQ 
T_UNKNOWN.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
T_UNKNOWN.OUT_QUEUE=DC.BACKOUT.%ENV 
T_UNKNOWN.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
T_UNKNOWN.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
T_UNKNOWN.PORT=%CPMQPort 
T_UNKNOWN.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
T_UNKNOWN.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
 
T_CMRECEIVE.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.toolkit.TargetToMQ 
T_CMRECEIVE.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
T_CMRECEIVE.OUT_QUEUE=DC.CMRECEIVE.%ENV 
T_CMRECEIVE.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
T_CMRECEIVE.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
T_CMRECEIVE.PORT=%CPMQPort 
T_CMRECEIVE.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
T_CMRECEIVE.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
 
DC_CMRECEIVE.CLASS=com.geac.erp.system21.aif.docconnect.ChannelMessageReceiver 
DC_CMRECEIVE.QUEUE_MANAGER=%CPMQRQM 
DC_CMRECEIVE.IN_QUEUE=DC.CMRECEIVE.%ENV 
DC_CMRECEIVE.MQHOST=%ASNAME 
DC_CMRECEIVE.CHANNEL=%CPMQRQM.CHL 
DC_CMRECEIVE.PORT=%CPMQPort 
DC_CMRECEIVE.MQUSER=%S21USERID 
DC_CMRECEIVE.MQUSERPWD=%S21PASSWORD 
DC_CMRECEIVE.COMMIT=True 
DC_CMRECEIVE.ROUTE=R_CONTROL 
DC_CMRECEIVE.POISON_BO_COUNT=3 
DC_CMRECEIVE.POISON_ROUTE=R_ERROR 
DC_CMRECEIVE.AUDIT_ROUTE=R_AUDIT 
 
 
 

 

This example framework receives System21 BODs in ISO-8859-1 on queue 

DC.RECEIVE.CM.IN.ENV. All default transactions are received. All other transactions will be put to 

queue DC.ERROR.ENV (along with a reasons for their rejection). The pre-configured transformation 

class is used to generate the internal format System21 BOD. The internal format messages are 

written to queue DC.RECEIVE.ENV.  
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Logging 

The framework logs events as they occur. Log messages are sent to the console (if configured) and 

to log files. 

 

The log file contains messages at ERROR, INFO, and DEBUG level. Log files are stored in the logs 

folder of the installation.  

 

The configuration of log messages generated by the framework is held in a set of 

‘log4j_configuration.xml’  files which reside in the properties folder. 
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Chapter 2 Trading Partners 

The aim of this chapter is to detail the steps involved when maintaining the trading partner 

relationship database. 

Overview 
The trading partner relationship database is only applicable to Level 2 installations.  The primary 

purpose of the trading partner relationship database is to allow a logical link to be maintained 

between the System21 database transactions and the target recipient or publisher.  As well as this 

link, the trading partner records are used as a store of additional information regarding the 

transaction processing. 

 

Examples of this additional information are: 

• Which style sheets to use with exported documents 

• Which protocol to use for a particular transaction 

• Whether emails are send in batches or as multiple attachments 

• Whether a partner document is to have a confirmation returned 

• Effective dates of each document 

• Additional standards body references for each trading partner  

Linking Documents With Partners 

The mechanism that doc.connect uses to establish this relationship differs between published and 

received documents.  Published documents use a document pre-processing program to associate a 

transaction with a trading partner uri.  Received documents are associated with a trading partner by 

means of a cascading uri lookup process. 
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Published Documents 

The configuration of documents being published through the doc.connect infrastructure is carried out 

by the installation process.  The installer will set up a set of default values in the publish 

configuration file PIP02 one of these values is the pre-processing program. 

The role of a pre-processing program is to associate the document with a trading partner document 

address.    

Some of the pre-processing programs make a specific check on uri to use by using the document 

transaction key to access the System21 database and validate that the transaction has a valid 

customer or supplier set up within a trading partner on the trading partner database.    Other pre-

processing programs are more generic and require no customer or supplier set up against trading 

partners. 

 

Pre-processing programs shipped are: 

 

Program  Description 

DOC600 Used for publishing sales order details (orders, acknowledgements etc).   Uses 

transaction key to validate order number and the customer code from the sales order 

header to validate the trading partner record.   

DOC601 Used for a *ALL document type.  Will do no validation.  Used where all documents of 

the same type are to be targeted to a single MQ message queue. 

DOC602 Used for publishing purchase order details (orders, amendments, cancellations etc).   

Uses transaction key to validate order number and the supplier code from the 

purchase order header to validate the trading partner record.   

DOC603 Used for publishing remittance advice details only.  Uses transaction key to validate 

remittance number and the supplier code from the remittance header to validate the 

trading partner record.   

DOC604 Used for publishing sales invoice details.  Uses transaction key to validate invoice 

number and the customer invoice code from the invoice header to validate the 

trading partner record.   

DOC605 Used for all *WMS document types.  Will do no validation.  Used where documents 

are to be targeted to a common uri. 

Other programs are also shipped but are not generally meant for customised used. 
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Example transactions set up for PIP01. 

Document Type 

Pre-processing 

Program Result 

ACKNOW DOC600 DOC600 will read the order header for the transaction key of 

the message.  If found, the customer code from the order 

header will need to be set up against a trading partner as a 

customer.  This trading partner will then need to be set up as a 

recipient of document type ACKNOW for an effective protocol 

and have a valid trading partner document address.  The uri on 

the target trading partner document address will be where the 

ACKNOW message is sent. 

ACKNOW DOC605 DOC605 will access the trading partner document address on 

the *WMS document type. The uri on the target trading partner 

document address will be where the ACKNOW message is 

sent. 

ACKNOW DOC601 DOC601 will access the trading partner document on the *ALL 

document type. The uri will not be set as this document type 

assumes that all documents are being sent to the same MQ 

queue. 

  

In this example it can be seen that It is possible to send the same document type to three different 

targets by altering the pre-processing program set up on PIP01. 

 

Received Documents 

Received documents are linked using a cascading lookup mechanism. 

When a message is received by the receive controller framework, the receive controller attempts to 

assign a trading partner record by matching a combination of ‘sender uri’ / ‘receiver uri’.  If one 

record is found on the trading partner database the details of the trading partner and document type 

are applied to the message. 

If more than one record is returned, a subsequent look up takes place on a combination of ‘sender 

uri’ / ‘receiver uri’ / ‘subject’. 
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Adding Document Types 
Within the Doc.connect maintenance menu (YZM) option 1 allows the maintenance of Document 

Types. 

 

 

F8 allows a new Document Type and its description to be added. The document type ID must be 

unique and in most cases relate to the document type that is used within process.connect.  Option 2 

(for published documents) and option 3 (for subscribed documents) can be used to maintain the 

publishing ILE connector and the MQ details.    

 

Adding Transport Protocols 
Within the Doc.connect maintenance menu (YZM) option 2 allows the maintenance of Transport 

Protocols. 
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F8 allows a new transport protocol and its description to be added. The protocol id must be unique. 

Examples of protocols are IMAP. SMTP, HTTP, FTP, FILE & IBIS 

Adding a Standards Body 
Within the Doc.connect maintenance menu (YZM) option 3 allows the maintenance of Standards 

Body ID’s. 
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F8 allows a new Standards Body and its description to be added. The Standard Body ID must be 

unique. 

 

Within the Standards Body Maintenance (3/YZM) option 2 allows you to relate the document types 

that are used by the standards body.  
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F8 allows for entry document type details. F4 prompt can be used to display the document types 

available. 

 

 

When a document type has been added to a standards body, the protocols that will be used must be 

defined. 
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This is done using option 2 against the document type.   

 

 

The effective date range can be set if protocols are to become redundant for certain documents in 

the future.  
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Adding a Trading Partner 
Within the doc.connect maintenance menu (YZM) option 4 allows the maintenance of Trading 

Partners. 

F8 allows a new Trading Partner and its description to be added. The Trading Partner id must be 

unique. 
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At least one trading partner that relates to the System21 company must be set up.  The Sales and 

Purchasing companies that relate to the trading partner are defined using options 5 and 6 

respectively.  A separate trading partner can be set up for each company although its also normal to 

set up both companies against one trading partner.   

 

 

Defining the Customers 

 

Customers related to a trading partner are set up through option 7 against the trading partner. The 

customers are validated against the SOP database.   
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Defining the Suppliers 

Suppliers related to a trading partner are set up through option 8 against the trading partner. The 

Suppliers are validated against the Purchase Management database.   
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Defining the Documents to be sent 

The Documents that are transmitted to another trading partner should be set up through option 2. 

The Trading Partner to which the documents should be sent to is defined using F8.  

The Documents that are sent are then enabled against this trading partner using option 1. 
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Then option 2 to amend the details. 

 

The details of the documents to be sent are added using F8. 

details include the document type, protocol and standards body.  F4 Prompt can be used to select 

the appropriate combination. 
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The sender and receiver URI (e.g. email addresses) are defined using F14 and F15 respectively.  If 

attachments are to be sent in batches, the batch size should be defined along with the flag to denote 

that batches are applicable. 

Copy a Trading Partner 
Trading partner details can be copied by using a “copy based on” function within Trading Partner 

Maintenance.  For the “copy based on” function to become available there must be a sales and 

purchase company set up against one existing trading partner record.  The user must also be signed 

on to that sales/purchase company code. 
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If these conditions are met use the F8 key to add a trading partner.  Enter the new trading partner ID 

and name then use F6.  This will display the Copy Based On panel. 

Enter the trading partner to use as a copy or select from a list using F4.   

NB: The trading partner you select to use as a copy must not have a sales company or purchase 

company attached. 

The last screen allows you to enter two Uri’s.  The first is for the trading partner associated with the 

sales/purchase company.  The 2nd is for the new trading partner you are creating. 
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F8 from the URI screen will create the new trading partner details.  All document types for both 

inbound and outbound are created with the Uri’s entered being used for the sender and receiver 

addresses. 

 

Once completed the user will need to add suppliers and/or customer codes to the new trading 

partner as required using options 7 or 8 on the trading partner maintenance initial entry screen. 
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Chapter 3 Purge & Archive 

The IBMi data held by doc.connect can build up over time.  To facilitate removal of some older 

redundant data a purge utility has been included.  

Archive Settings 
Prior to running the purge/archive option two default entries can be set up in the Inventory 

descriptions file for the logged on System21 company code. 

 

Description Type  =  CONN 

Major Type  = ARCHIVEDFT  

Description  =  1: Archive default 1=yes 0=no 

This setting will default the prompt panel to request an archive as well as a purge of data. 

 

Description Type  = CONN 

Major Type  = ARCHIVELIB  

Description  =  AULYCF3ARC: Archive library 

This setting will default the prompt panel setting for the name of the archive library. 

 

Purging 
Menu option 1/YZP initiates the purge program. 

A prompt panel allows for the entry of a date range for purging data.  When run, the purge will 

remove all completed doc.connect transactions for all companies from the doc.connect database for 

the date range entered.   
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The prompt program can use the previously described Inventory descriptions file entries to pre-

populate the screen fields for archive settings.  If an archive has been requested on the prompt 

panel the user must also enter a library name to collect the archived data.  In this case, the purged 

data is copied to the archive library during the purge/archive process. 
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Chapter 4 Error Management 

The error management feature of doc.connect is only fully applicable to those sites making use of 

the System21 work management engine, the WFi document handler and the System21 client 

workspace. 

Error management is designed to notify individuals or roles of errors as they happen to published 

and/or received documents and to allow for corrective action to be taken. 

Components 
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Throughout the publish and receiving processes there are points where errors and informational 

messages are reported as standard.  These messages are passed to the message centre database 

via the Audit Handler. The Audit handler reads from an MQ queue and processes all messages it 

reads as long as the format of the message is known to the handler. 

There are several different formats of message that are processed by the audit handler and placed 

into the message centre database.   One of these message formats forces the handler to activate 

one of a set of pre-defined work management business processes for error handling. 

 

 

Receiving Processes 
The receiving process can produce either a transformation error or a connector error. 

 

Transformation Errors. 

The transformation error process runs two parallel paths.   
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The first causes an error notification email message to be sent by the document handler to the 

email address set up on the work management descriptions file for a type of ‘DOC’ and a code 

of ‘ERROREMAIL’. 

This notification message has links to the message centre to allow for analysis of the error.   

 

The second path runs a style sheet through the document handler that presents an action to be 

done on the DOCADMIN role queue within the System21 workspace. 
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This action has a link to the message centre view of the document to allow for analysis of the error.  

There are also two buttons re-transform or park 

Retransforming the document assumes that some corrective action has been done to allow for the 

transformation to work.  Parking a document assumes that no corrective work is possible and this 

parks the document to remove it from the errors list. 
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Connector Errors 

The connector error process runs two parallel paths.   

 

The first causes an error notification email message to be sent by the document handler to the email 

address set up on the work management descriptions file for a type of ‘DOC’ and a code of 

‘ERROREMAIL’ 
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This notification message has links to the message centre to allow for analysis of the error.   

 

The second path runs a style sheet through the document handler that presents an action to be 

done on the DOCADMIN role queue within the System21 workspace.   

This action has a link to the message centre view of the document to allow for analysis of the error.   

There are also three buttons re-run, edit or park. 
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Re-running the connector assumes that some corrective action has been done to allow for the 

connector to work.  Parking a document assumes that no corrective work is possible and this parks 

the document to remove it from the errors list.  Editing the document sends the document to the 

location specified in the ‘FILE_LOCATION’ directive in the docconnect_files.xsl properties file. 

Once there, the document can be edited to make minor changes to content to allow for validation to 

pass.  Another action will appear on the DOCADMIN role queue for re-submission of the document 

from the edited file. 
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Publishing Processes 
Errors during the publishing process can produce a configuration error, a connector error or a 

transmission error. 

Configuration Errors 

Configuration errors might happen on initial set up of a new connector.  A process has been 

provided to allow for users to manage these errors. 

 

The publish configuration process runs two parallel paths  

The first path causes an error notification email message to be sent by the document handler to the 

email address set up on the work management descriptions file for a type of ‘DOC’ and a code of 

‘ERROREMAIL’. 
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This notification message has no links to the message centre as the error has happened before any 

details are available.  The probable cause is described in the message.  

 

The second path presents an action to be done on the DOCADMIN role queue within the System21 

workspace. 
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This action has one button to re-publish once the configuration is corrected.  

Connector Errors 

Publishing connector error process will be initiated if either the ILE or Java connector fail in the 

production of a System21 bod. 
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The connector error process runs two parallel paths.   

The first causes an error notification email message to be sent by the document handler to the email 

address set up on the work management descriptions file for a type of ‘DOC’ and a code of 

‘ERROREMAIL’ 

The second path presents an action to be done on the DOCADMIN role queue within the System21 

workspace. 
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This action has a link to the message centre view of the document trace to allow for analysis of the 

error.  There are two buttons available.  Re-publishing the document assumes that some corrective 

action has been done to allow for the connector to work.  Parking a document assumes that no 

corrective work is possible and this parks the document to remove it from the errors list. 

Transmission Errors 

Transmission errors are thrown by the channel manager and are typically caused by the channel not 

being able to deliver the message.  the most common cause of this error is an incorrect user or 

password being used. 
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The transmission error process runs two parallel paths.   

The first causes an error notification email message to be sent by the document handler to the email 

address set up on the work management descriptions file for a type of ‘DOC’ and a code of 

‘ERROREMAIL’. 

The second path runs a style sheet through the document handler that presents an action to be 

done on the DOCADMIN role queue within the System21 workspace. 
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This action has a link to the message centre view of the document to allow for analysis of the error.  

There are also two buttons re-publish or park. 

Re-publishing the document assumes that some corrective action has been done to allow for the 

transmission to work.  Parking a document assumes that no corrective work is possible and this 

parks the document to remove it from the errors list. 

 

 

 

 


